VENUE RESTRICTIONS
-No smoking or use of sparklers on the property. If smoking
is done please ask guests to make sure it is done inside
their vehicle. No cigarette or cigar butts thrown on the
property. Please ensure your guests are aware of this
restriction. Trees are not replaceable. Due to the fire
hazard, we appreciate your support in understanding why
this is so important to us.
-Examples of exit plan ideas include...Biodegradable things
such bubbles, dried leaves, lavender, rose petals, or any
options without dye. Confetti is not allowed. No colored
rose petals used on the bridge or polished concrete indoors
due to the potential of staining the bridge or polished
concrete floors when stepped on. Fiberoptic and lit foam
wands are an option. Pop out streamer tubes are an option
if the streamers are attached to the tubes and disposed of
after use. Please no sparklers due to the fire hazard
-If flower petals are spread in the ceremony area, we ask
that these are all picked up before it gets too dark for the
sake of the weddings/events following yours.
-We love our neighbors! Please be mindful of the noise
level outdoors and follow standard city noise ordinances for
the city of Guthrie.
-No self- serving alcohol at any point during your rental
period. If age is questionable your bartender may ask to
show proof of age before alcohol is served. No shots
allowed by bartending services.
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VENUE RESTRICTIONS
-Cooking in the facility is not permitted. However, a prep
kitchen is available and a highly recommended vendors list
will be provided should you need one. You are welcome to
bring in your own food.

-No nails, screws, or anything that leaves a sticky
residue. We have not had any success with command
strips. Our walls are very smooth and modern which
makes anything left on the walls very noticeable. No
glitter allowed. You may utilize candles as long as they
are enclosed and the flame is under the height of the
container when lit. Any decorations are allowed that do
not cause permanent damage. Only use of biodegradable
items that do not contain dyes for sendoff
-We have a sound system for backup or casual playing
while the wedding party is getting ready but it is not set
up to be used as the source of music for the ceremony or
reception. We recommend using a DJ service. However,
you are also welcome to bring in your own equipment.
Whoever is running the music will want to have the
music downloaded prior to the event in case the
internet service does not allow the music to be
streamed.
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